
CLOUD DATA ALSO NEEDS A SECURE BACKUP
Externalizing your data is now almost automatic, but why do so 
many businesses forget about their cloud data’s safety?  
Microsoft offers a wide range of productivity services; did you 
know that a secure Office 365 backup is not amongst them? 
Don’t just store and share your data; eliminate all data loss and 
corruption risks with a top-of-the-line Office 365 Backup.

Keep total control over your Office 365 data
Office 365 lets you do more with your data, why not properly protect it?

Transparency
Restore without deleting 
or overwriting through a 

user-friendly web 
interface.

Recovery
Needed files or folders 

can be identified, 
restored and downloaded 

immediately.

Security
User side encryption and 

industry standards 
compliant Canadian data 

center.

Contacts, emails, 
calendars and 

mailboxes

All the files and 
folders stored in 

OneDrive
Site collections, 

sites, lists, libraries, 
folders

Microsoft Teams

Backups 4 times 
a day

Unlimited data 
storage, retention 

and recovery

Proudly Canadian
Data center

CBaaS

4x Unlimited
Phone and email 

support by our 
certified Microsoft 

technicians
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Backup · Protect · Recover
4 daily encrypted backups to recover your 

Office 365 Exchange Online, Sharepoint 

Online, Microsoft Teams and OneDrive, 

anytime and anywhere, unlimited data 

storage and a simple and intuitive 

Groundbreaking
agentless CBaaS 
Office 365 Backup
Because your cloud data also needs 
a secure cloud backup
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ITCloud.ca is an Authorized Microsoft Multi-Tier distributor for CSPs, a NinjaRMM, Letsignit, Zerospam, AvePoint and Bitdefender Cloud Distributor 
in Canada. They have also been distributing their own managed and supervised cloud backup solutions for 15 years. Born in the cloud, ITCloud.ca 
was established in 2005 to provide cloud backup services in the form of supervised cloud solutions to Canadian MSPs. Boasting a network of over 
1000 partners-resellers country-wide and tens of thousands of daily backups, this organization is among the top service providers of secured 
cloud backup and AV solutions as well as Microsoft cloud services in Canada. IT Cloud Solutions also stands at the forefront of the IT scene in 
terms of infrastructure and security. 

With ITCloud.ca, MSPs across Canada can combine Business Continuity and Productivity in one single place!


